Outpatient Visits by Dentists: A Nationwide Cohort Study in Taiwan
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Abstract: We conducted a cohort study of 7,760 dentists in Taiwan between 2003 and 2007 to assess the risk of outpatient visit among dentists. Control groups included physicians and other health personnel. Over the 5-yr study period, the dentist cohort made a total of 270,712 outpatient visits, representing an incidence rate of 7,038 visits /103 person-years. Compared to physicians, dentists experienced a significantly reduced covariate adjusted rate ratio (ARR) for all-cause visits (ARR=0.59, 95%CI=0.58–0.59), as well as for nearly all other causes, except neoplasm (ARR=1.06, 95%CI=1.02–1.09). Compared to other health personnel, the dentists still experienced a significantly reduced ARR for all causes (ARR=0.70), but had a slightly but significantly increased risk for endocrine/metabolic/immunity (ARR=1.04, 95%CI=1.02–1.05) and mental (ARR=1.04, 95%CI=1.01–1.07) disorders. Although the dentists in Taiwan utilized lesser outpatient visits than did their medical colleagues, they tended to have slightly higher rates of outpatient visits for neoplasm, endocrine/metabolic/immunity disorders, and mental illnesses. Policy makers and hospital administrators must not overlook dentists’ potentially unseen health problems. A mandatory periodical physical examination for dentists can seriously be considered.
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Introduction

Like many other health care workers, dentists are in the forefront position of health care system and their health is critical to the quality of oral care received by patients. Compared to the general population, dentists were frequently found to experience lower rates of morbidity and mortality, mainly due to their relatively healthy lifestyle and better knowledge in disease prevention1–3). Despite that, the health of dentists should not be overlooked because it has been well recognized that various occupational and work environmental hazards could pose adverse effects to dentists, including musculoskeletal4, 5) / connective tissue6) disorders, skin disease7), metabolic disorder8), infection9–11), gastroenterological disorder12), and cancer13, 14). Sporadic reports also suggested increased risks of suicide in dentists because of stress, burnout, depressive symptoms associated with dental practice15, 16), and of miscarriage in female dentists due to occupational exposure to certain work related hazards such as acrylate compounds,
mercury amalgam, solvents or disinfectants\textsuperscript{17}.

Since the launch of the National Health Insurance (NHI) program in 1994, the health services industry in Taiwan has changed dramatically. The universal health insurance removed barriers to health care for those newly insured, enabling them more access to health care. By the end of 2004, more than 98% of the Taiwanese people were covered by the NHI program\textsuperscript{18}. The annual medical statistics showed that the annual prevalence rate of dental visit in Taiwan increased from 32.0% in 1999 to 42.7% in 2008\textsuperscript{19}. Due to increased demand in the health care environment, the health care personnel have encountered heavy workload strain and psychosocial demand\textsuperscript{20}. Taiwan’s dentists also seemed to experience higher workloads than their counterparts in Western nations. According to the 2009 World Health Organization Statistical Information System Report\textsuperscript{21}, the US had the most adequate provision of dentists in the world in 2000–2007, with a figure of 16 dentists / 10,000 people, followed by Canada and Greek (both were 12 dentists / 10,000 people). In Asia, the dentist density was relatively low, with higher figures noted in Japan (7 dentists / 10,000 people) and Philippine (6 dentists / 10,000 people). The figure for Taiwan was 4.28 dentists /10,000 people\textsuperscript{22}. Additionally, the annual prevalence rate (42.7% in 2008)\textsuperscript{19} of dental visit in Taiwanese was similar to those reported in some European nations areas including Ireland (40.90%), France (48.39%) and Belgium (49.69%), higher than the figures of Poland (23.76%), Spain (25.37%), and Italy (36.76%), but much lower than those reported in others including The Netherlands (65.73%), Germany (75.64%), Sweden (81.55%), Switzerland (73.73%), and Denmark (80.43%)\textsuperscript{22}. Epidemiological evidence has shown that heavy work load is associated not only with elevated risks of mental disorders but also with adverse effects from diseases of the circulatory system through triggering the release of catecholamine and increased blood pressure, both of which are known risk factors for cardiovascular diseases\textsuperscript{23}.

Morbidity and mortality have been frequently investigated previously in Taiwan to associate various health care professionals including physicians\textsuperscript{24}, nurses\textsuperscript{25}, and physicians of Chinese medicine\textsuperscript{26}. Despite acknowledging the work related hazards in clinical settings and the increasing heavy workload among the dentists in Taiwan, there have been little information concerning the morbidity of Taiwanese dentist population. This study used the NHI claim data with a cohort study design to investigate this understudied issue, i.e., the risk of outpatient visit in the dentist population in Taiwan. Unlike infection/chemical/physical hazards that usually target specific organs, the psychosocial hazards may cause the whole-body effect. Thus, in addition to certain illnesses previously reported to be associated with dental practice, this study was also design to systematically investigate the major disease categories in the dentist population of Taiwan.

**Subjects and Methods**

**Sources of data**

Data used in this study were retrieved from several claim files of the National Health Insurance Research Database (NHIRD) provided by the Bureau of National Health Insurance (BNHI), Department of Health and managed by the National Health Research Institutes (NHRI). The universal NHI program has been implemented in Taiwan since March 1995. By the end of 1996, more than 96% of people in Taiwan were covered in the NHI program\textsuperscript{27} and the Bureau of NHI contracted with 97% of hospitals and 90% of clinics all over the nation\textsuperscript{27}. The NHIRD has accumulated eight different registries and eight claims files reported from all contracted hospitals and clinics. Details of both registry and claims files are described elsewhere\textsuperscript{27}. We used the registry for medical personnel (2002), the outpatient claims for 2003 to 2007, and an updated registry for beneficiaries (2003–2007). To ensure the accuracy of the claim files, the BNHI performs expert reviews on a random sample of every 50–100 outpatient and inpatient claims quarterly and false report of diagnosis results in severe penalty from the BNHI\textsuperscript{28}. The datasets used in this study can be inter-linked by the scrambled unique individual’s personal identification number (PIN). The NHRI safeguards the privacy and confidentiality of all beneficiaries and transfers the health insurance data to health researchers after ethical approval has been obtained. In this analysis, access of the NHIRD has been approved by both the NHRI and the Fu-Jen Catholic University Medical School Ethics Review Board (#C-9703).

**Identifications of study subjects and data linkage**

The registry of medical personnel covers information on demographic characteristics and contract status with the NHI for various health professionals including dentists, physicians, physicians of Chinese medicine, pharmacists, nurses, medical laboratory technicians, radiological technologists, speech-language therapists, physical and occupational therapists, and dieticians. Based on the registry of 2002, a total of 7,760 dentists were identified on the
last day of 2002, and was used as the study cohort. At the same time, we identified two groups of medical workers as references for comparison. One group consisted of 23,211 physicians who also had contracts with the NHI. The other reference group consisted of 56,788 health personnel other than dentists or physicians.

For each study subject, we linked her PIN to the outpatient visit claim data to retrieve information on outpatient visits between 2003 and 2007. A linkage was considered successful only when the outpatient visit occurring within the period of contract for these three study groups. In total, the cohort of dentists encountered a total of 270,712 outpatient visit in the period of 2003–2007. The number of visits made by physicians and the other health personnel was 1,143,136 and 2,814,509, respectively during the same period.

Statistical analysis
We used the person-year approach under the Poisson assumption to calculate the incidence rate of outpatient visit during the follow-up period. The incidence rate was calculated for all causes as well as for 14 major disease categories based on the International Classification of Disease 9th version, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) codes. Through linkages to the beneficiary registry, we were able to identify the study subjects who terminated their enrollment in the NHI program for various reasons such as mortality and emigration between 2003 and 2007. Termination of the contract with the NHI program for dentists and the subjects from two control groups can also be noticed from the updated registry of medical personnel. The study subjects who were no longer insured in the NHI program were all considered censored in the calculation of person-years being followed for each individual. The person-years observed for each individual was then calculated between January 1, 2003 and either December 31, 2007 (for those uncensored) or the date of censoring (for those censored). The total person-years observed for dentists, physicians, and other health personnel were 38,463.8, 115,117, and 281,997.5, respectively.

To make comparisons of all-cause and cause-specific incidence rates between the dentist group and the two reference groups, we used the log-linear model with the natural logarithm of incidence rate as the dependent variable to fitted grouped data with simultaneously adjusting for age (5 categories), gender (2 categories), insurance premium (4 categories), place of practice (6 categories), contracted category of affiliation (4 types), and urbanization for the area of practice (3 categories) according to the National Statistics of Regional Standard Classification. The log-linear model was fitted with standard Poisson distribution assumption and was used to assess the variation of incidence rates of outpatient visit among the three study groups. The ratio of two incidence rates adjusted for potential confounders (i.e., adjusted rate ratio, ARR) was calculated using the formula $e^m$, where $m$ is the regression coefficient. The ARR was used to estimate the covariate adjusted relative risk in this study. We adjusted geographic variables for presence of an urban-rural difference in accessibility to medical care in Taiwan. Previous studies indicated that medical personnel with different types of affiliations might experience different job demand and work load, and then might have different adverse health risks. Adjustment for type of affiliation may have effectively removed the confounding by affiliation. The analyses were performed with SAS v9.1.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), and the level of significance was set an $\alpha$-value of 0.05.

Results
The mean age (40.1 ± 8.2 yr) of dentists was older than that of other health personnel (38.0 ± 8.8 yr), but was similar to the mean age of physicians (40.5 ± 8.8 yr). Male dominance of the study sample was observed in the three study groups, with the greatest women to men ratio noted for physicians (89.0/11.0), followed by dentists (83.2/16.8) and other health personnel (55.3/44.8). Physicians and other health personnel had the highest and lowest mean insurance premium, respectively, and dentists were in between. There were apparent geographic distributions in practice for the three study group. More than a half of dentists (41.7%) practiced in Taipei city, capital of Taiwan, while the corresponding figures for other health personnel and physicians were somewhat lower at 28.8% and 37.3%, respectively. Compared with the other two groups, dentists were less likely to be employed at medical centers or hospitals. More than 80% of dentists worked at clinics (Table 1).

During the 5-yr follow-up period, the incidence rate of outpatient visit for various causes was the lowest for the dentists (7,038 per 10^3 person-years), followed by the physicians (9,930 per 10^3 person-years), and other health personnel (9,981 per 10^3 person-years). The later two groups were very similar in rate of outpatient visit (Table 2). Table 2 also compares the rates of all-cause and cause-specific rates of outpatient visit between dentists and physicians, and shows that dentists experienced a significantly reduced
ARR of not only all-cause outpatient visit (ARR=0.59, 95%CI 0.58, 0.59), but also visits for illnesses related to infection (ARR=0.56), nerve (ARR=0.79), circulation (ARR=0.85), respiratory tract (ARR=0.49), digestive system (ARR=0.52), genitourinary system (ARR=0.89), skin (ARR=0.86), musculoskeletal system (ARR=0.62), and injury (ARR=0.69). On the other hand, dentists had a modestly but significantly higher rate of outpatient visit for neoplasm (ARR=1.06, 95%CI 1.02, 1.09).

Table 3 shows significantly reduced ARRs for all-cause outpatient visit (0.70, 95% CI 0.69, 0.70) and for various causes including infection (ARR=0.66), nerve disease (ARR=0.86), circulatory illness (ARR=0.90), respiratory illness (ARR=0.61), digestive illness (ARR=0.62), genitourinary disorder (ARR=0.85), skin disease (ARR=0.79), musculoskeletal disorder (ARR=0.65) and injury (ARR=0.72) among dentists, as compared to other health personnel. On the other hand, dentists were noted...
to experience slightly, but significantly, increased ARRs for endocrine/metabolic/immunity (ARR=1.04, 95% CI 1.02, 1.05) and mental (ARR=1.04, 95% CI 1.01, 1.07) disorders.

Discussion

This study is believed to be the first health report with all dentists who have a contract with a nationwide NHI program in Taiwan. Taiwan’s dentists had an annual average of 7.04 outpatient visits per person between 2003 and
2007, which was much lower than the figures for physicians (9.93 visits) and for other health personnel (9.98 visits). Also with NHI claims, Chen et al. reported that Taiwanese people had an average of 13.4 outpatient visits per person in 2006\cite{32}, indicating that dentists in Taiwan had a very low utilization rate of outpatient visit. Respiratory diseases were the most prevalent cause of outpatient visit for dentists. Other common causes included infection, endocrine/metabolic/immunity disorders, and nervous disease. Despite a lower incidence of all-cause outpatient visits, the dentists did suffer more frequently than control groups from neoplasm, endocrine/metabolic/immunity disease, and mental illness.

The dentists in Taiwan suffered less frequently than physicians from overall and many cause-specific outpatient visits, except neoplasm. Additionally, dentists were also at obviously lesser risks of outpatient visit for all causes and most specific causes, as compared to other health personnel, but were at greater risks of mental disorders and endocrine/metabolism/immunity disease. Lesser overall outpatient visits noted in dentists was unlikely to be entirely attributed by dentists’ reluctance to seek appropriate health cares or by their self-treating behaviors, since we included physicians and other health personnel as control groups, who also tend to be reluctant to adopt the role of a patient and concern about confidentiality, which could also impede their access to appropriate health cares and lead to their self-treating\cite{33}. Our findings may have reflected that dentists are more likely than their medical colleagues to exercise healthy behaviors. It could also be due to lesser exposure to occupational hazards involved in dentists’ duties. Although dentists had an obvious reduced rate of overall outpatient visit, they suffered from frequent visits for neoplasm, mental disorders, and endocrine/metabolic/immunity diseases by a magnitude of 4–6%, which however should not be overlooked.

Rix and Lynge\cite{34} performed a 17-yr cohort analysis of the Danish Occupational Mortality Register, noting that the overall cancer incidence was elevated in dental practitioners. Male dental practitioners also had significantly higher risks of melanomas of the skin. The breast cancer risk was elevated among female salaried dentists as well. A Japanese study reported that with the general Tokyo residents as a reference population, the standardized mortality ratios for dentists were significantly higher for esophageal and colon cancers\cite{35}. In addition, several studies also reported an increased risk for skin cancer, especially melanoma, in dentists\cite{32, 36, 37}. In a recent meta-analysis, Simning and Wijngaarden reported an estimated relative risk of 2.4 (95%CI 1.6, 3.7) for melanoma in male dentists, and to a lesser magnitude for female dentists (relative risk = 2.0, 95% CI 1.1, 3.9)\cite{14}. Although some of the previous reports argued that the elevated risks experienced by dentists may be related to social status level, lifestyle (e.g., behavior related to sunlight exposure)\cite{22}, the review by Simning and Wijngaarden\cite{14} still suggested that certain hazards in the workplace may account for such findings. Our study employed physicians and other health personnel as reference groups, whose social status level and lifestyle are similar to dentists, which may have largely, even not entirely, excluded the potential confounding posed by social status level and lifestyle.

The review by Alaujan and Alzahem\cite{38} indicated that dentists are faced every day with many stressors; as a result, they are subject to many symptoms of stress that must be identified and managed in the early stages before serious physical and psychological consequences develop. A recent survey of British dentists revealed that the most common factors contributing to stress at work were patient demands (75%), practice management/staff issues (56%), fear of complaints/litigation (54%) and non-clinical paperwork (54%)\cite{39}. A national survey of dentists registered with the Lithuanian Dental Association indicated that fatigue (94.7%) and back pain (91.0%) were the most prevalent physical complaints reported\cite{40}. Of the 256 Mexican dentists, chronic high stress levels were found in 35 (13.7%) of the dentists, medium level stress in 184 (71.8%), and a low level of chronic stress in 37 (14.5%)\cite{15}. In a prospective study, Ahola and Hakanen\cite{16} investigated whether burnout may mediate the association between job strain and depressive symptoms in a national sample of Finnish dentists. The results showed that there was a reciprocal relationship between burnout and depressive symptoms, and job strain predisposed to depression through burnout. In comparison, job strain predisposes to burnout directly and via depression. Given a relatively high work load in Taiwan’s dentist population, the above findings from various previous studies might explain, at least to some extent, the slightly higher prevalence of outpatient visit for mental illnesses in Taiwan’s dentists.

In addition to mental illnesses, dentists were also noted to experience a slightly increased risk of endocrine/metabolic/immunity disorders, which are probably the most highly lifestyle-related symptoms investigated in this study. A recent British survey showed that more than half (53%) of dentists were relatively inactive during the day but 57% took some form of physical exercise at least 3–4 times per week. Nearly a half (49%) of respondents
felt that their level of physical activity was probably inadequate, and was very likely or somewhat likely to cause them health problems\(^3\). A local study conducted in Taiwan on a sample of hospital employees reported that although the prevalence of metabolic syndrome may be lower in hospital employees than in the general population, the prevalence of metabolic syndrome can still be as high as 10.3% (21.8% males, 7.0% females) among hospital employees, and suggested more efficient health-promotion programs administered to hospital employees to further reduce the metabolic syndrome\(^4\). Due to lack of information regarding the work shift and work-related lifestyles of dentists and other health personnel in Taiwan, we were unable to make more specific interpretations of our findings.

Most of the published studies suggesting lower risks of mortality or morbidity among dentists than in the general population are subject to methodological limitations owing to a higher socioeconomic status and healthier lifestyle of dentists. Our current study employed physicians and other health personnel as reference controls may have largely removed such confounding, and balanced the potential problems of self-treating commonly seen in health care workers. Moreover, we further adjusted a number of factors in the multivariate regression model, including age, sex, type of affiliation, and several socio-demographic factors to remove potential confounding. As such, our findings may have better reflected the hazards more directly related to dental work. However, due to limited information regarding specific work contents, work-related lifestyles, and possible occupation related hazards for dentists, we were unable to make specific interpretations regarding what factors that truly caused increased outpatient visit for certain disease among dentists in Taiwan. Additionally, we didn’t have complete information on a study subject’s history of employment, which also limited the causal inference between dental profession and incidence of outpatient visit.

There is a potential for disease misclassification in claim data. Although the BNHI performed regular check-up for the accuracy of reimbursement, the codes of disease diagnoses in the NHI claims have not been systematically examined. However, the potential disease misclassification is likely to proportionally apply in the three study groups, resulting in a non-differential type of disease misclassification, which will bias, if any, the study findings toward the null, and should not be a valid argument for the increased ARR observed in this study. In conclusion, with such a large dentist cohort and multiple control groups, we noted that the dentists in Taiwan were indeed at greater rates of endocrine/metabolic/immunity disease, mental illness, and neoplasm, which needs more investigations. Future studies of dentists’ health would also benefit from the assessment of specific occupational exposures rather than relying on job title alone. Besides, whether the findings found in this study were specific to Taiwanese dentists or can be applicable to dentists of other nations also deserved further investigations. Policy makers and hospital administrators must not overlook dentists’ potentially unseen health problems. A mandatory periodical physical examination for dentists can seriously be considered.
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